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LET M be a closed Riemannian manifold, and M its universal covering. In his paper [2], 
R. Brooks proved that the greatest lower bound A.0 (M) of the spectrum of the Laplacian dM­
on M equals zero if and only if the fundamental group n 1 (M) is an amenable group. It 
should be noted that dM- is identified, in a natural manner, with the twisted Laplacian acting 
on sections of the flat vector bundle (possibly of infinite rank) on M associated to the regular 
representation of n 1(M) (see M. F. Atiyah [1]). In this view, it seems natural to develop 
spectral theory of twisted Laplacians associated with general unitary representations of 
n 1 (M), and to relate the group theoretic properties of representations to properties of the 
spectrum. The purpose of this paper is to give certain estimates of the greatest lower bound 
of the spectrum of the twisted Laplacians in terms of a distance between representations, 
which includes the above result by Brooks as a special case. 
Let w: X ---+ M be a normal Riemannian covering of a closed Riemannian manifold M 
with the covering transformation group G. Let p: G ---+ U (V) be a unitary representation on 
a (separable) Hilbert space V, and let EP be the flat vector bundle associated top. We denote 
by dP the Laplacian acting on sections of EP, and by A. 0 (p) the greatest lower bound of the 
spectrum of (the self-adjoint extension of) dP. We will observe that A. 0 (p) is essentially the 
same as the square of the (Kazhdan [11]) distance ()(p, ~) between p and the trivial 
representation ~. Here ()(p, ~) is defined by 
()(p;~)=()A(p,~)= inf supJJp(o')v-vJJ, 
veV aeA 
llvll = 1 
A being a finite set of generators of G (note that by compactness of M the factor group G of 
the fundamental group n1 (M) is finitely generated). To be exact, we show 
THEOREM 1. There exist positive constants c1 and c2 depending only on MandA such that 
for all p, 
c1()(p, ~)2 ::::::; Ao(P)::::: C2(j(p, ~)2 • 
An obvious consequence is that A. 0(p) = 0 if and only if ()(p, ~) = 0. When pis the regular 
representation of G, it is known that dx and dP are unitarily equivalent, and that ()(p, ~) = 0 if 
and only if G is amenable (see R. J. Zimmer [13] for the proof). Therefore we obtain the 
following corollary. 
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CoROLLARY (R. Brooks). The bottom of the spectrum ),0 (X) of the Laplacian L1x on the 
covering manifold X is zero if and only if G is amenable. 
Another consequence of the above inequality is that if G satisfies the Kazhdan property 
(T) (namely, there exists a positive constant c such that 15(p, ~) ~ c > 0 for all non-trivial 
irreducible representation p), then there exists a positive constant c such that for every non­
trivial irreducible representation p of G, 
Ao(P) ~ c > 0. 
This also includes several results established recently by Brooks [3, 4]. For example we 
obtain the following. 
CoROLLARY. lfG satisfies the Kazhdan property (T), then there exists a positive constant c 
such that,for everyfinite sub-covering M 1 --+ M ofX--+ M, the .first positive eigenvalue ), 1 (M 1 ) 
of 11M, is greater than c. 
In the final section, we investigate a relation between the weak containment of 
representations (the notion being due to Fell [7]) and the spectrum of twisted Laplacians. 
§1. FLAT VECTOR BUNDLES 
Let M be a closed connected Riemannian manifold, and w: X --+ M be a normal 
covering of M with covering group G. We denote by dx the canonical density associated 
with the Riemannian metric. Given a unitary representation p: G --+ U (V) on a (separable) 
Hilbert space V (the inner product on V being denoted by < , )v ), we associate a vector 
bundle EP in the following way: EP is the quotient space of X x V by the action of X given 
by a(x, v) =(ax, p(a)v). We denote by [x, v] the C-orbit containing (x, v). Then the corre­
spondence [x, v]--+ w(x) yields a bundle projection: EP--+ M. The vector bundle EP has a 
hermitian inner product < , ) defined by 
([x, u], [x, v]) = (u, v)v. 
We call EP the flat vector bundle associated to p. 
We can describe a sections of EP as a V-valued function! on X satisfying the following 
invariance property: 
f(ax)=p(a)f(x) forall xEX and aEG. 
In fact the relation between s and f is given by 
s(w(x)) = [x,f(x)]. 
In the sequel, wefreely identify s withf We denote by C''(Ep) (resp. L 2 (EP)) the space of C'XJ­
sections (resp. square integrable sections) of EP (here smoothness of sections is defined in the 
Frechet's sense, namely the sense of the norm topology). The exterior derivative d can be 
extended to 
dP: C00 (Ep)--+ C'lJ(T* M@ Ep). 
We denote by (5P the formal adjoint of dP, and define the (twisted) Laplacian L1P by 
L1P = 15PdP: C 00 (Ep)--+ cn(Ep). 
It is easy to see that if a smooth function/: X--+ V corresponds to a sections of EP, then L1Mf 
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corresponds to APs. We observe that AP extends uniquely to a positive self-adjoint operator 
on L 2 (Ep). 
The greatest lower bound of the spectrum of AP is given by 
" . fM (Aps,s) . f<dPs,dps) 
A0 (p) = mf f = mf f 
sEC:bEp) M llsll 2 llsll 2 
Note that .lc0 (p) is always estimated from above by a constant C not depending on p. In fact, 
let <p: X -+ IC be a non-zero smooth function with supp <p contained in a fundamental 
domain !!.& c X (hence, <p can be regarded as a function on M). Then, for a unit vector v E V, 
the function 
s(x) = L p(a)<p(a- 1 x)v 
GEG 
yields a section of EP. When x E !!.&, s(x) = <p(x)v, so that 
where the right hand side does not depend on p. 
The following lemma is easy to check. 
LEMMA 1. (1) If p is trivial, then AM and AP are unitarily equivalent. 
(2) If pis the (right) regular representation p, ofG on L2 (G), then Ax and AP are unitarily 
equivalent. 
In fact (1) is obvious, and a unitary equivalence in (2) 
<D:L2(X)-+ L 2(EPJ 
is given by the extension of the map <D: C0 (X)-+ coo (Ep) defined in the following way; the 
function f: X -+ L 2( G) corresponding to the section <I>(F), FE C0 (X), is given by 
f(x)(a) = F(ax). 
The fact that the Laplacian Ax commutes with isometries a E G guarantees that 
<Do Ax = APr o<Don C0 (X). Since Ax and AP are essentially self-adjoint, we get the assertion 
of (2). 
The assertion (1) has the following generalization. Let X-+ X 1 -+ M be a tower of 
normal Riemannian coverings such that the covering transformation group of X 1 -+ M is 
G1 . Let p 1 be a unitary representation of G1 and let p be the unitary representation of G 
given by the composition of the canonical homomorphism: G-+ G1 and p1 • Then Ap, and 
AP are unitarily equivalent. From this fact it follows that the spectral properties of general 
twisted Laplacians reduce to that of twisted Laplacians associated to representations of the 
fundamental group n1(M). On the other hand, taking the image A 1 in G 1 of a set A of 
generators in G, we find that 
so that to prove Theorem 1 it suffices to handle the case G = n1 (M). 
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§2. THE INEQUALITY ),0 (p) ~ C b(p, W 
This section is devoted to the proof of the inequality A. 0 (p) ~ CJ(p, ~)2 , where p is a 
unitary representation of n 1 (M) and C is a constant depending only on M. In case 
J(p, ~) > 1/2, putting C = 4·supA.0 (p), we have ),0 (p) ~ CJ(p, ~)2 . Hence it suffices to 
p 
consider the case J(p, ~) ~ 1/2. From the definition of J(p, ~ ), given a positive e, one may 
select a vector v E V such that II p(o")v- vII ~ J(p, ~) + e, where CJ is in a set A of generators of 
n 1 (M). It should be noted that J(p, ~) does not depend essentially on the choice of a set of 
generators. In fact, one can show easily that if A and Bare finite sets of generators of n 1(M), 
there are positive constants c1 and c2 such that 
Let { (1J a}~= 1 be an open finite covering of M such that (1J a is connected, 
w- 1(@a) = usa,i (disjoint), 
i 
and the restriction wiSa,i:Sa,i---> @a is a diffeomorphism. We fix a sheet Sa for each (!a· A 
local trivialization of EP is given by 
<Da:Epl@a ~ (f)a XV 
[x,v]+-->(w(x),v), xESa. 
Let us denote by {<Dab} the family of transition functions, that is, when @a 11 (Db =I=¢, 
<Dbo<Da- 1 (x,v)=(x,<Dab(x)v) for xE@a11(1Jb· Let (JabEG with CJab(Sa)IISh=!=¢. Then 
<Dab = p(CJ abl· We take a partition of unity (<fJa) ~= 1 subordinate to { (1J a}. On each (1J a• we take 
a constant section sa of EPI@adefined by <Da(sa(x)) = (x, v), and extend sa to a section of EP by 
putting sa :=0 on the outside of @a· Let A be a set of generators containing the set kah; 
(!;a 11 (Db =I=¢}. We define a global sections of EP by 
We then find that on (Db 
ds = L,dcpa·sa + L <fJa·dsa = L,dcpa·sa = L,dcpa·sb + L,dcpa·(sa -sb) 
a a 
since dsa =0 on supp <fJa, and L<fJa =1. Noting that llsa-sbll = IIP(CJab)v-vll, we have 
lldsll ~ C(J(p, ~)+e), 
where C =I, lldcpall. On the other hand, lls(x)ll = II L<PaSb + L,cpu(sa- sb)ll ~ 1- (J(p, ~)+e). 
a 
This implies that when J(p, ~) ~ 1/2, 
Since e is arbitrary, we get the desired inequality. 
- -
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)2§3. THE INEQUALITY Cb(p, ~ ~ lc 0 (p) 
We fix a set A of generators of n1(M), and let!!) c M be a fundamental domain in the 
universal covering manifold M. Given a smooth section s of EP, we find 
lls(x)iiJ(p, ~) ~ L llp(a)s(x)-s(x)ll, xE!!fi. 
<rEA 
Thus we have 
L f lip(a)s(x)-s(x)ll 2 dx 
b(p, ~ )2 ~ _aE_A___o_f't----;.------~ 
f lls(x)ll 2 dx 'It 
We shall prove 
LEMMA 2. Llls(ax)-s(x)ll 2 dx ~ CLlldsll 2 dxfor some constant C not depending on r 
and s. 
J.ds, where c: [0, 1] ---+ Mis a smooth path in MProof We first note that s(ax)- s(x) = 
joining x and ax. Thus, putting c(t) = w(c(t)), we have 
lls(ax)-s(x)ll 2 ~ f llds(c(t)ll 2 f llc(t)il 2 dt. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that M is orientable and a is represented by a 
simple closed curve c0 in M. For each simple curve c:S
1
---+ M, there exists an embedding 
Fe: S1 X vn- 1 ---+ M with FIS1 X 0 = c, where n =dim M, and vn- 1 is the closed unit disc in 
!Rn- 1. We put ~ = Fc(S1 x vn- 1), which is a tubular neighborhood of the curve c. For each 
point x in M, we can find a curve c1: [0, 1]---+ M without self-intersection such that 
c1(0)=x, {c1(1)}=c0(S1)nc1([0,1]). We then approximate the closed curve c1·c0 ·c1
1 
by a smooth simple closed curve ex with cx(O) = x. Since M is compact and M = U ~x' 
XEM 
there exist finitely many c1 =eXt, ... , eN= ex such that M = u
N 
Ti (T; = ~.). Let ci be 
N i = 1 
.a lift of ci satisfying c/l)=aci(O), and let Fi: IRxDn- 1 ---+M be a lift of Fe, 
N ­
satisfying Fd[O, 1] x 0 = ci. Put T; = Fi([O, 1] x vn- 1). We may assume that !!fi c UT; 
i = 1 
N 
since M = U T;, and find 
i = 1 
2Llls(ax)-s(x)ll 2 dx ~ it Jf, lls(ax)-s(x)ll dx 
1 
2~ C it L. f !lds(cx(t)ll dtdx, 
1 
where we have put cx(t) = F(s + t, y)(F =Fe,, and x = F(s, y)). We write dx = f(s, y) dsdn- 1y, 
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where ds and d"- 1 y are the Lebesgue densities on S1 and D"- 1. Thus 
L, { llds(cx{(t)))ll 2 dtdx 
= I I r llds(F(s+t,y)ll 2 dtf(s,y)dsdy"-1,Jvn-1 Js1 Js1 
~(maxf) Ln-1LL1llds(F(s+t))ll 2 dtdsdy"- 11
=(maxf) Ln- Lllds(F(s,y)ll 2 dsdy"- 1 
~ maxfl l 
1 1 
2 f(s, y) ds dy" - 1---:-! llds(F(s, y) 11 
min vn-1 51 
= C L, lldsll 2 dx, 
so that 
2 2f~ lls(ax)-s(x)ll dx ~ cit1 L, lldsll dx 
~ CN I lldsll 2 dx. 
Jf£ 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. In case of finite dimensional representations, the estimate Cb(p, ~) 2 ~ A.0 (p) can 
be obtained by using the argument in s. Gallot [8]. In fact, for s E C00 (Ep), we have 
t~M lldsll 2 = <~Pds, ds) -IIVdsll 2 - Ln (ds(Riccied, ds(ed), 
k=1 
where {ed is an orthonormal basis of TxM (ds = dps). In particular, if ~Ps = A.0 (p)s, then 
t~MIIdsll 2 ~ Clldsll 2 
where 
C=supA.0 (p)+ max I(Riccie,e)l, 
p eETM 
llell = 1 
so that ~MIIdsll ~ C'lldsll for some constant depending only on M. According to [6], we 
have 
from which the desired inequality follows easily. 
§4. WEAK CONTAINMENT AND SPECTRUM 
Let G be a discrete group with a finite set A of generators, and p and p1 unitary 
representations of G on Hilbert spaces V and V1 respectively. We say that p is weakly 
contained in p1 and write p < p1 , if for every positive s and every orthonormal set 
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{vt, ... , vn} in V there exists an orthonormal set { ut, ... , un} in Vt such that 
where aEA. 
Remark 1. If p is a sub-representation of Pt, then p < Pt· 
Remark 2. ~ < p if and only if b(~, p) = 0. Indeed, this comes from the equality: 
llp(a)v- vll 2 = 2- (<p(a)v, v) + <p(a-t )v, v) ). 
THEOREM 2. Let p and pt be unitary representations of n t (M). If p < p t, then 
Spect(~p) c Spect(~p, ). 
It is known that if G is amenable, then every representation is weakly contained in an 
infinite direct sum of the regular representation of G (see [13]), hence we have 
CoROLLARY. Let w: X--+ M be a normal covering with covering transformation group G. If 
G is amenable, then Spect(~p) c Spect(~x) for every unitary representation p of G. In 
particular, Spect(~M) c Spect(~x). 
Proof of Theorem 2. We retain the terminology in §2. Let ). E Spect(~p). We fix a 
complete orthonormal basis {vi} 'f= t of V. Let E be an arbitrary small positive number. From 
the definition of spectrum, we may takes E CX)(Ep) such that IIL1Ps- ).s lli2 =s; E and llsllu = 1. 
We shall construct a section tEC00 (EPJ such that II~PJ- Atlli2 =s; CE and llti1L2 ~ C' > 0 for 
some constants C and C' not depending on E. Since {s(x)}xd and { dcpa ·ds(x)}xd constitute 
compact sets in V, applying the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, we can select an integer n such 
that, for all vector v of the form s(x) or dcpa ·ds(x). 
llv- itt <v, v;)vT :S,; E 
llv- itt <v, av;)avf :S,; E. 
Take an orthonormal set { ui}? = t in Vt satisfying ( *). For each vi (resp. u;), let sia (resp. tia) be 
the constant section of EP (resp. Ep,) on (Da defined in the same way as in §2, and put 
t(x) = I <Pa(x) L <s(x), sia(x) )tia(x). 
a i 
We then find, on x E (Db 
~t =I ~<Pa I <s, Sia )tia + L <PaL <~s, Sia) tia- 2L dcpa L <ds, Sia )tia 
a i a i a i 
= ~ ~<Pa(~(<s, Sia)tia- <s, Sib )tib))- 2~ dcpa( ~(<ds, Sia )tia- <ds, Sib )tib)) 
+ L <PaL <~s, Sia)tia· 
a i 
Obviously we have 
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Using the equality 
+ 2Re L (v, r5V;) (v, v) ((r5V;, v)- (r5u;, u) ), 
i,j 
we find that 11Llcpa(~((s,s;a)t;a-(s,s;b)t;b))ll 2 and lldcpa(~((ds,s;a)t;a-(ds,s;b)t;b))ll 2 
are not greater than 2sup 1Llcpal 2 e + 211s ll 2 e and 2sup lldcpa ll 2 e + 2ildsll 2 e respectively. Note 
here that II ds II I2 ::;; II Lls II L2 II s II L2 ::;; e112 +A, so that II Llt - ).t II I2 ::;; Ce for some constant C 
not depending on e. On the other hand, we have 
2lltll = llitl (s, S;b)t;b- ~ 4Ja~( (s, S;a)t;a- (s, S;b)t;bf 
~ lll~ (s, sib )t;br -II~ 4Ja ~ ((s, S;a )tib- (s, S;b )t;bf 
~ !( llsll 2 - e)- e(2 + llsll 2 ), 
hence II til I2 ~ t- (! + 3vol(M))e ~ i (for sufficiently small e). This completes the proof. 
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